Simulations are run with and without a normal cold dark matter sub-halo population below 4 × 10 8 M to examine the role of the lower mass sub-halos in the creation of density variations, "gaps", within thin tidal star streams. Dense star clusters composed of stellar mass particles are started within a redshift 3 sub-galactic dark matter halo distribution which assembles to create a Milky Way like halo. Hierarchical assembly causes the early-time tidal star streams from the clusters to later be dispersed as thick streams around the thin streams that develop in the main late-time halo as it settles towards equilibrium. The two simulations are set up to be essentially dynamically identical and result in about 140 star clusters within a radius of 50 kpc, of which 40 some have thin tidal streams longer than 40 • with a separation of more than 20 • from the cluster as viewed from the halo center. Averaged over about 20 separate snapshots, the fraction of streams with significant density variations inside 50 kpc is 0.58 ± 0.02 in the simulation with low mass sub-halos and 0.52 ± 0.02 in the simulation without low mass halos. That is, only 12 ± 5% of the stream density variations can be attributed to the sub-halos below 4 × 10 8 M . The dominant source of density variations in streams is the varying tidal fields along the complex trajectories of the clusters and their streams as the galaxy assembles.
1. INTRODUCTION Tidal star streams from globular clusters must reflect the dynamical history of the assembly of the Milky Way halo. The analysis of the signature of a stream interacting with the dark matter-subhalos that LCDM cosmology predicts should be present within our galactic halo (Klypin et al. 1999; Moore et al. 1999 ) began with the idealized case of a stream on a circular orbit (Johnston et al. 2002) . For the full sub-halo abundance the circular streams within about 30 kpc are substantially scrambled (Carlberg 2009) , which is at odds with the fact that the majority of known streams are found within 30 kpc (Bernard et al. 2016; Grillmair & Carlin 2016) . Allowing star streams to form via mass loss from star clusters on eccentric orbits creates much more realistic streams which are able to survive a Hubble time largely because the typical sub-halo encounter velocities are much higher and the time spent at small radius is short (Carlberg 2015) . The presence of a growing galactic disk erodes the inner sub-halos, decreasing their numbers at a given mass (Garrison-Kimmel et al. 2017) .
Inserting a star cluster into a stationary dark matter halo along with a cosmologically motivated sub-halo content and letting it evolve misses the complications of the assembly history of the Milky Way. A toy model of galaxy assembly with embedded dense star clusters showed how the merging process limited the thin tidal tail lengths (Carlberg 2017) . A complete cosmological n-body model of the Milky Way based on the Via Lactea simulations (Madau et al. 2008) with inserted star clusters produces streams with a distribution of lengths that reflect the accretion history even with a single mass model cluster, 3 × 10 5 M (Carlberg 2018) .
Cold dark matter predicts that sub-halos should be present in large numbers in the mass range below 10 8 M , carlberg@astro.utoronto.ca whereas warmer forms of dark matter are depleted in this mass range (Angulo et al. 2013) . Confident detection of the low mass sub-halos requires that most of the small scale structure, of order 10 • , in tidal streams be the result of encounters of sub-halos predominantly in the 10 6 − 10 8 M range with streams. One potentially confusing source of density variations is the variation in the cluster mass loss rate as the tidal field varies along a cluster's trajectory. In a stationary potential the tidal mass loss variations (Küpper et al. 2008) are mixed away in a few kiloparsecs of stream length. However, tidal fields evolve as the Milky Way assembles, generally to lower strengths, but the evolving orbits, to longer effective periods, usually continue to take the clusters into regions of strong tidal fields (Carlberg 2018 ). An n-body model of dense star clusters in a cosmological simulation is used here to assess the importance of the 10 6 − 10 8 M subhalos in creating density variations in the thin portion of star cluster tidal streams.
SIMULATION SETUP
The simulation procedure here is essentially the same as developed in Carlberg (2018) . The starting conditions are based on the the VL2 catalog of halos and sub-halos that merge to form a Milky Way-like galaxy (Madau et al. 2008) . The halos are reconstituted into particle distributions using the measured peak circular velocity and its radius to create Hernquist (1990) spheres. The dark matter distributions are created starting from the VL2 halos at redshift 3, an age of 2.08 Gyr. The standard model recreates all halos with at least one dark matter particle, which yields 19596 of the 20048 halos in the VL2 catalog. The model with suppressed low mass halos must have the same total mass and distribution of mass to ensure that two simulations have the same overall assembly history. The best approach found after a number of trials is to inflate the the low mass halos, a factor of 4 arXiv:1811.10084v1 [astro-ph.GA] 25 Nov 2018 expansion producing relatively weakly bound sub-halos without excessive overlap with other halos. The velocity dispersion of the halos is reduced proportionally, a factor of 2, so that the low mass sub-halos start in an approximate equilibrium. The mean density of the inflated low mass halos is therefore reduced by a factor of 64, which means that they quickly disperse once they enter any higher mass virialized halo. The dark matter particles have a mass of 2 × 10 4 M and are given a softening of 200 pc. Star clusters are randomly inserted into all halos with masses above 4 × 10 8 M . All the sub-halos below that mass are expanded. The dark matter distribution is shown for the two models in Figure 1 .
The initial masses of the star clusters are drawn from a power law mass distribution dN/dm ∝ M −1.5 , with an upper mass limit of 2 × 10 6 M and a lower mass limit of 5×10 4 M . Lower mass clusters are not useful to include because they evaporate fairly quickly, often in their initial halo, simply leading to a dispersed set of halo stars. The mass function slope of −1.5 is somewhat shallower than might be preferred (Portegies Zwart & McMillan 2000) , but ensures that the most massive clusters always dominate the total mass in the cluster system (Fall & Zhang 2001) . Star clusters are drawn from the mass distribution until the ratio of the total stellar mass to dark matter mass, η in a cluster set at η = 3 × 10 −4 . Hudson et al. (2014) find a current epoch ratio η 4 × 10 −5 to which our results can be scaled if desired. The procedure creates 1433 star clusters which are distributed over 394 sub-halos. There are 539 sub-halos present above 4 × 10 8 M in the mass spectrum, however the random distribution of cluster masses does not populate all of the sub-halos near the cutoff.
The clusters are given random positions in a randomly oriented exponential disk with a scale radius 20% of the scale radius of peak of the circular velocity curve of the dark matter sub-halo. The larger sub-halos contain dozens of clusters. The radial distribution is limited to be within three scale radii. The clusters are started at the local circular velocity with an additional 3 km s −1 of random velocity added to each direction to limit Jeans-like disk instabilities. The motivation for the mass spectrum is entirely to test whether any sub-halos beyond the necessary minimum required for a hierarchical build-up of the Milky Way galaxy make a difference to the stellar streams.
The star clusters are created from a King (1966) model, all with W 0 = 7, which gives a core radius 22 times smaller than the outer radius of the cluster although the small core is not resolved in the softened gravity field. Individual clusters have a mass assigned from the mass distribution. The local tidal radius in the halo is calculated from the classic Jacobi radius, and then reduced by a factor of 3 so that all clusters initially under-fill their tidal radius. The internal heating of the clusters quickly causes them to expand to an equilibrium radius. Individual particles in these models have a mass of 10 M , but the heating model is scaled to stars of mean mass of around 0.5 M , as is appropriate to old clusters. The heating model used in this paper is calibrated to accurately reproduce clusters in the 10 4−5 M range, causing more massive clusters to evaporate artificially quickly. The higher rate of mass loss does not significantly change the velocities of the particles that drift away from the clusters and has the valuable benefit of increasing the numbers of star particles in the streams. This approach is suitable for the differential study of this paper.
The mixture of dark matter and star particles is evolved with Gadget2 (Springel 2005) augmented with a Monte-Carlo routine to approximate the internal gravitational relaxation of the star clusters. The dark matter particles have a softening of 200 pc and the star particles have a softening of 2 pc. The internal relaxation is implemented with the addition of random velocity increments calculated from the cluster's size and velocity dispersion (Spitzer 1987 ) and added to the stars near the half mass radius (Carlberg 2018) . The parameters that control the relaxation procedure are calibrated with a few Nbody6 runs (Aarseth 1999) . Clusters with masses beyond about 3 × 10 5 M in the current simulations are given a heating rate artificially boosted a factor of about ten to generate a significant number of particles in the tidal tail to boost the significance of the stream measurements. The system has a scale size of roughly 200 kpc, Fig. 4.- The distribution of the total lengths of the thin streams in the two simulations to a distance of 100 kpc. The total length is from left to right of the cluster. Red is normal sub-halos, green is suppressed low mass sub-halos. The dashed line removes streams that come within 15 kpc of the center.
leading to a wide range of scales in a system which becomes virialized over the course of the simulation. There typically are about 300,000 time steps for a simulation run from near redshift 3, an initial age of 2.07 Gyr, to a current epoch age of 13.4 Gyr.
3. STREAM GLOBAL PROPERTIES All the star particles within 100 kpc of the center of the main halo are plotted with a Hammer-Aitoff (equal area) sky projection in Figure 2 . The gray scale saturates with 10 star particles in a pixel which has an area of approximately 1 square degree. The plots first show that the two simulations are very similar, but not iden- tical, at the end. The plots also show that a substantial fraction of the particles are not in thin, low density streams. These more broadly dispersed particles left the clusters as when they were orbiting within their initial halos. The thick stream width reflects the diameter of the region over which the cluster orbited in the sub-halo. Figure 3 shows the cluster by cluster distributions on the sky of the all the particles from the 145 clusters within 50 kpc. Clusters in all stages of dissolution are present. The clusters are plotted horizontally in order of their parent sub-halo, hence clusters that start in the same sub-halo are adjacent to each other and usually in a similar state of evolution. About a dozen clusters remain in their parent sub-halo which is likely one that is just infalling into the main halo. After a sub-halo accretes onto the main halo and dissolves, the tidal stream within the sub-halo spreads out into a thick stream with a velocity characteristic of the orbit within the sub-halo, which is generally larger than the spread of velocities in the stream. The thick stream can then wrap around the entire halo. The cluster goes on to develop a thin high density stream in the main halo. As such thick streams are identified they will also contain other stars from the dwarf, including other clusters in the dwarf. Sophisticated tagging techniques may be able to identify the stars that are associated with the thin stream which would allow some reconstruction of the orbital velocity spread of the now dissolved dwarf and the relative time spent since the cluster's formation in the dwarf relative to the time the cluster is free in the main halo.
The procedure to identify thin tidal streams uses an approximate orbital plane for each cluster to project its stars onto the sky. The orbital plane is centered on the density maximum of the dominant dark matter halo. The velocity and position of a star cluster defines an instantaneous angular momentum vector to which the nominal orbital plane is perpendicular. Because the potential is somewhat aspherical the path of the particles will rise above and fall below the nominal orbital plane. The particles are rotated into the new frame and projected onto the sky in xy pixels 2 • × 0.3 • , smoothed with a 2D gaussian with the same size and shape as the pixels. The line of the highest density is found to give the altitude of the thin stream as a function of azimuth. The particles within 1.2 • of the high density centerline define the density of the stream. The distribution of stream lengths is statistically identical in the two simulations as shown in Figure 4 . The dotted lines shows the distribution with the streams that come within 15 kpc of the center eliminated, on the basis that if a substantial disk galaxy was allowed to grow in the center it would deplete many of these streams.
The instantaneous stream eccentricity, e = (r max − r min )/(r max + r min ), is shown in Figure 5 . The radial distance of the stars at minimum and maximum distance from the center is used, which can sometimes be less than the orbital extent of those stars. The streams which extend into the central regions are on highly elliptical orbits. The two simulations have essentially the same distribution of stream orbits.
STREAM DENSITY VARIATIONS
One of the reasons that thin tidal streams are interesting is that they are sensitive to perturbations from nearby passages of low mass dark matter sub-halos. The passage can be analyzed with the impact approximation, showing how over an orbital period a density minimum with the stars piled up on either side (Carlberg 2013; Bovy et al. 2017) develops. A complication is that even in a static potential the density in the stream varies as a result of orbital motions in the stream (Küpper et al. 2008 ) and variations in tidal mass loss rate around the orbit, although these two can blur out with distance down the stream. A basic χ 2 test is used to identify the streams which have significant density variations. The χ 2 test is robust, but does not distinguish between sub-halo induced density variations and other sources of density variation.
The mean density of the smooth stream, m(φ), varies with azimuth, φ, due to the highly elliptical stream orbits. Here the values of m(φ) ares estimated from a fourth order fit to the density along the stream. The χ statistic is calculated as (n(φ) − m(φ))/ m(φ), where m(φ) is a polynomial fit to the density in aggregate bins 8 • in azimuth. The function m(φ) allows for the smooth variation of the density along the stream which is a straightforward consequence of the variation in angular speed in the fairly elliptical orbits of the streams, shown in Figure 5 . If the average density over the stream length is used to calculate χ 2 then some completely smooth streams will have large χ 2 values. The function m(φ) is fitted to the density measurements in the thin part of the stream that is at least 20 • from the star cluster which is creating the stream and the stream segment is at least 40 • long. The summed χ 2 per degree of freedom, with 5 degrees of freedom of the fourth order fit, is required to be at least 1.5 to be considered to indicate a significant density variation which gives a better than 95% confidence for the 35 data points which are fairly typical. Higher confidence thresholds for significance do not make much difference to the results. The minimum The number of thin streams detected within 50 kpc of the center (diamonds) and those found to have significant density variations, χ 2 /ν > 1.5, (plus signs) at a series of snapshot times, with the normal sub-halo population as red points, and the suppressed below 4 × 10 8 M population as green. separation from the cluster and the minimum length for the stream segments are quite conservative, but allow the fairly simple procedure here to work automatically without a lot of false positives. Figures 6 and 7 show in the left panels the stars from the clusters in the two simulations which the statistical procedure identifies as having significant density variations and are within 50 kpc of the center. In this plot the gray scale saturates at 2 star particles per pixel of 2 • × 0.3 • . Immediately visible is that essentially all thin streams are surrounded by much broader streams which are the dispersed remnants of the thin tidal streams re-leased within the sub-halos in which the clusters were created. The fraction of the stars in the thin stream relative to the thick stream varies from nearly all to less than 1%, with 10% being an average of the distribution.
The properties of an individual stream vary with orbital phase. The numbers of thin streams found within 50 kpc are shown as a function of simulation time in Figure 8 , along with those with significant density variations. About two-thirds of the streams emerging from the star clusters do not qualify as thin streams in the definitions used here to automatically identify them.
The fraction of thin streams with significant density variations is shown for the 50 kpc sample in Figure 9 . The fraction of streams inside 50 kpc with significant density variations is 0.58±0.02 in the simulation with low mass sub-halos and 0.52 ± 0.02 in the simulation without low mass halos, that is, about 12±5% of the density variations can be attributed to the low mass sub-halos. The fractions vary a few percent with the details of the required χ 2 /ν, where ν is the number of degrees of freedom, and the radial range of streams required. The χ 2 /ν values themselves are slightly larger in the simulation with the normal sub-halos, but a K-S test finds that the two distributions are compatible with each other at about the 20% level, that is, the difference is not significant.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
This paper explores the density structure of tidal streams from globular clusters that were formed in subgalactic halos and then incorporated into the galactic halo. The longer lived clusters lose mass in their subgalactic halo which is spread out over the orbit of the cluster. Once the sub-halo falls into the main halo those stars are spread out in a thick stream around the thin stream which forms.
To examine the role of low mass halos in the formation of density variations in the thin streams matched simulations with dark matter sub-halos below 4 × 10 8 M suppressed are compared to the normal sub-halo population simulation. Comparison of fairly conservative selection of thin streams more than 20 • from their progenitor cluster and more than 40 • of length finds that the simulations with the full sub-halo population have about 12 ± 5% more streams showing significant density variations along their length. That is, the bulk of the density variations arise from the varying tidal fields and complex trajectory of the clusters and streams as the main halo is assembled. It will likely be possible to improve detection of recent sub-halo passages through the use of model density and velocity templates, which will need to take into account the mass of the progenitor of the stream and the orbital phase of the encounter region, as well as the sub-halo mass and orbit.
The high stellar density within clusters makes them durable survivors from the earliest times of star formation in our galaxy. The tidal streams are necessarily high density in both configuration and phase space, allowing them to be found and then studied to decipher much of the history of the buildup of the galaxy, although at the same time that history complicates our late time use of streams to examine the sub-halo content of the Milky Way.
